
Tenant Board Member Recruitment Review

Background

At Adra we pride ourselves on putting the tenant voice at the heart of
what we do. We want our customers to be able to influence and shape our
current and future services and have a direct and positive impact on our
activities.  We provide opportunities at every level to make sure that our
customers are given the opportunity to have their say. 

Our rules allow for tenants to sit on Adra’s Board and having the tenant
insight and experience on our Board is a fundamental skill set. We want to
make the process to recruit tenants as Board members even easier. This
report details how we do this and the recent review we’ve done so that
the process of recruiting is improved. 

Following  recent  discussions  with  the  Tenant  and  Resident  Partnership
earlier in the year, differences between the recruitment process for tenant
and independent members onto Adra’s Board were highlighted. It was felt
that  the  Board  recruitment  process  for  tenants  was  much  more
complicated for tenants and should be reviewed to bring it in line with the
simpler process that is in place for independent board members. 

This  report  seeks to give more detail  regarding the matter and how it
came about, and proposes a way forward to ensure fairness between all
members of Board in future.

How we currently select tenants as Board members: 

1. Tenants must submit an application for the role
2. Tenant candidates wishing to apply for Board are required to attend

a  rigorous  Assessment  Day  with  a  specialist  consultant  to
demonstrate competence before to being considered for Board. 

3. The Board would then consider results, and whether the candidate
fulfils the criteria of the role.  

4. If candidates pass the above, and there are less seats than suitable
candidates,  then  an  election  is  held  amongst  tenants  through  a
ballot to cast their vote.

Independent Board candidates on the other hand follow a fully skills-
based process which consists of:

1. Submitting an application for the role
2. A competency assessment telephone interview followed by a Panel

Interview lasting around an hour
3. The  Panel  then  makes  a  recommendation  to  the  Board  and  the

candidate is appointed.  

There was a call from the Tenant and Resident Partnership for
the Board to review the policy and process to make the process



fairer and more consistent in the way that all Board members
are selected to join the Adra Board.

What led to the different routes to Board ?

Historically  the  different  selection  processes  for  tenants  and
independent members came about when Cartrefi Cymunedol Gwynedd,
which used to be the old name for Adra, was set up.

The  Offer  Document  on  which  the  new company  was  based on  had
agreed that tenants would be selected for Board through ballot of all
tenants through and election process. 

Now there is a drive to ensure that social housing providers like Adra
move towards recruiting to Board based on people’s skills. This helps to
deal with complex challenges and risks faced by the sector. 

In order to ensure the right balance of skills on the Board, it was decided
to introduce the Assessment Day for tenants that would be similar to the
skills-based process for recruiting Independent members. 

Unfortunately, having to take part in an assessment day, followed by an
election can seem daunting to a lot of tenants who are interested in
joining the Adra board, with the ballot seen as a popularity contest that
is now outdated.  

This resulted in very low interest levels amongst tenants wishing to join
the Adras Board, and we hope that this review will address the situation
whilst also ensuring that the right candidates are selected to join the
Board.
 

What we want to change 

The Adra Board considered the concerns of the Tenant Partnership on this
issue and agreed that the situation could seem unfair for tenants. It was
felt that efforts should be made to respond positively to the recruitment
process  ensuring  consistency  and  fairness  for  tenant  and  independent
members alike.

Therefore,  in  future,  it  is  proposed  that  the  two-stage  process  for
recruiting Independent Members is also followed by  Tenant candidates
applying  for  Board.  This  means  removing  the  requirement  for  the
Assessment  Day  and  the  election  process  so  that  it  does  not  detract
tenants from applying for the role.  



It is also proposed to hold an annual Tenant Board Academy programme to
get as many candidates interested in becoming future Board members.
This  would  be  an accredited  training programme to  offer  tenants  new
additional skills.  

We therefore think that the revised recruitment and selection process will
bring about an improved and diverse Board and get the best candidates to
add value to way Adra is governed. 


